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AUTOBOT - Automated Intelligent Push Notification Engine  

What is the product? 
AUTOBOT Notification engine comprises of various intelligent logics of delivering a message to             
a targeted set of recipients over any platform - APP, Web or WAP without any manual                
Intervention. 

Problem Definition 
1. Using Manual method of sending notifications(push messages); it was not possible to            

send personalized messages to all the subscribed users one by one in case the              
subscribed user base went above hundreds and that too multiple times a day. 

2. Even by making specific set of subscribed users into various data chunks based on their               
collective interests - it could not be said as 1 to 1 personalization.  

3. Even when trying to send manual recommendations; it was not possible to cover all the               
specific interest sets at the same scheduled instant of time. This left a huge gap in                
coverage of total subscribed audience and this compromised organizations to          
under utilize the power of available Subscribed user base.  

4. Sending Personalized notification and gaining maximum interaction with minimum         
un-installation rate.  

5. Achieving best delivery speed of PERSONALIZED 1 to 1 notifications to million of             
users. (in few seconds) 

Solution 
Fully automated intelligent engine which analyze each subscribed user behavior depending on            
various parameters and push best personalized Content to each individual subscribed user            
depending on various algorithms at specific scheduled times with best possible delivery speed. 
 

Technologies Used 
Java, ElasticSearch, Natural Language Processing, Firebase, Machine Learning 
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Automatic Recommended/Personalized Notification- AUTOBOT 
Notifications are pushed without interventions of any manual effort. Best content pertaining to             
subscribed user’s behaviour is chosen and sent to the users. 
 
Content likeability is mapped in terms of CTR(click through rate) 
 
Where,  
CTR = Number clicks on a sent notifications / Total Number of Impressions got by a sent                 
notifications.  
 

Algorithms in Use 
1. Category Based notification- A classification algorithm used to classify a content from            

a predefined set of categories. Based on the user’s reading pattern, favorite content             
categories are chosen and when a High impacting content is published in those             
categories; a notification is sent to the interested user. 

2. NLP Based Notification- Named Entities are identified and labeled by types such as             
person, organization, location, events, products and media and content is tagged with            
corresponding tags.  
Based on user’s reading pattern, system identifies which user is interested in a particular              
person, organization or location; then system sends different high CTR content as            
notification to the target set of users.  

3. Geolocation Notifications- When user subscribes for notification, we capture         
geolocation of user in his profile. When a content for that location become available in               
database, an automated notification is sent to target set of users who belong to that               
particular location. 
Via this, users are able to push local content belonging to user location. 

4. Reading Pattern Notifications- With the help of machine learning user reading pattern            
is parsed and a semantic tree is built. After identifying Named Entities, Relevant and              
latest stories are pushed to user. We also add these tags to profile of user. If in future                  
any story matching to these tags becomes available, a notification is pushed. 

Realtime Reporting Panel 
By leveraging power of Big Data frameworks, we are doing real time processing of millions               
of notification clicks and impressions to generate the reports. 
We can monitor the performance of notification in real time - like how many users have                
received the notification, how many users have clicked the notification and monitor            
success/failure rate.  
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Report includes count of success/failure for notification, users count who have clicked on             
notification, count of impressions, and count of sessions- which in turn helps us in generating               
CTR reports. 

Moderation by Editors for Automated Notification 
Although AUTOBOT notification engine is very intelligent and picks up best content, still we              
have built a moderation panel which enables moderators to do custom changes in automated              
notification; further improving the efficiency of overall system by providing a seamless            
coordination in working sync of the best judgemental abilities of both human and machine. 
  
Before being pushed; all automated notifications are displayed on a panel with their scheduled              
firing timing as well as target audience detail. In this panel Notification can be sorted based on                 
the decreasing numbers of recipients - so the high impactful notifications can be browsed/edited              
through first.  
 
Moderators get option to do custom changes like - Editing Notifications title, changing scheduled              
time and also to stop a particular notification from being sent if not found appropriate. 

Impact 
1. Acts as an integral supporting hand to the Manual resources responsible for sending the              

notifications by eliminating risks involving Human error in identification of best content for             
a subscribed user and also eliminating human inability to send 1 to 1 personalized              
content to millions of subscribed notification users multiple times a day in a             
matter of few seconds. 

2. Has boosted overall notifications sessions contributions in any platform concerned -           
Web/APP/WAP; (as mapped via Google analytics) via subscribed users for a particular            
published content against just manual sent notifications sessions by upto 60% 

3. In terms of Hindi Online Media Content; they are able to provide CTR’s as high as 25 %                  
and averagely ranging between 15% to 20%; whereas CTR by manual notifications            
are only as high as 16% for the best possible content pushed in the real time scenario. 

4. AUTOBOT notifications run neck to neck of Manual Notifications by contributing overall            
notifications sessions to any platform in concern- WAP/WAP/App in the ratio of            
70(Manual):30(Autobot). 

5. They have further helped in increasing the Subscribed User Repeat Frequency by            
30 % already above the 200% increased user visit platform frequency rate via manual              
sent Notifications without resulting into any additional un-subscription rate. 

6. Now, subscribed user gets more of personalized notifications and less of generic            
notifications. Thus, it has helped organization to have higher retention rate of            
subscribers to notifications service. Readers now get more relevant notification more           
frequently. 
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